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AbstraEt 
Supply chah management has become one of the most 
important sources of competitive advantage in different 
indusmes. For years, researchers have investigated the 
various processes within supply chain. There has been an 
increasing attention placed on perfomancc, design and 
analysis of supply chain. However, the-apply chain is a 
complex model so it is difficult to analyze the 
performance of a supply chain philosophically. To 
evaluate the control mechanism for a supply chain, 
simulation is one of the effective methods. There are five 
common supply chain models built up in this paper. 
From the simulation results, various performance 
measures such as hansportation cost, resources 
utihzakion, inventory level, and order cycle time can be 
calculated. 

1 Introduction 
Supply chain management is now being watched with 
interest in order to manage the network of companies 
complexity efficicntly. In a supply chain, however, a 
slight change of management strategy in one company 
largely affects the whole efficiency of the supply chain. 
Furthermore, thm me many uncertain factors, so it U. 
difficult to analyze performance of a supply' chain 
philosophically. In this connection, a simulation tool- 
SIMPROCESS is i n d u c e d  in this paper. By using 
simulation techniques, the performance of a supply chain 
model can be evaluated In addition, Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) method was used to defme which model 
is the optimal. AHP method war introduced by Satty 
(1990). which can be used to measure and quantify both 
quantitative and qualitative attributes. Also, it can 
shuctme a complex, multi-amibute, muti-objective 
hierarchically, and make easily painvise comparisons 
between elements. 

In this paper, there are mainly 4 echelons m supply chain 
model namely Supplicrs, Manufacturers, Retailers, and 
Customers. The number in each echelon was fmed. Also, 
in each model category, the path and quantity of order 
dishibution was different. The purpose of this paper is to 
determine which apply chain model can achieve the 
optimal perfomance in the four m-ments - 
inventory level, order lead time, resources utilization, 
and transpoltation cost. Five models were developed, and 
each ofthem has different characteristics. However, they 

could be grouped into three main categories- Inter- 
organization supply chain, Network supply chain, and 
Regional clustering supply chain. 

2 General Model Pattern 
Supply chain is a chain of units that transfers demand 
data from customers to suppliers, and converts the 
materials received from the supplier into pmiucts and 
services which will be delivered to customers. In this 
paper, there are mainly four echelons in supply chain 
modelSupplicrs, Manufachlrers, Retailers, and 
Customers. There a e  three suppliers (Supplier A, 
Supplier B, and Supplier C), three Manufacturers 
(hCinufacture A, Manufacture B, and Manufacture C), 
two Retailers (Retailer A, and Retailer B), and three 
Customers (Customer A, Customer B, and CUstOmR C). 

2.1 General Assumptions 
1. Pull-based supply chain 

Production is demand driven that coordinated with 
actual customer dcmand rather than a forecast. 

Communication times between echelon to echelon, 
layer to layer, ax neglected. 
Order quanti@ generated by curomers 
Order quantity generated by customers was 
governed by n o d  disrribution with a mean d u e  
of 1500 units and standard deviation of 450 units, 
and the order is generated periodically. 
Materials provided by Suppliers ns requested by 
manufacturm 
If the order quantity is less or equal b 800 in 
supplier A, it could provide the material at once. 
Howcver, if the order quantity is over the limitation, 
different models possess different approaches. For 
example, m Model ],once the order quantity is o v a  
limitation. the order will be delayed for one day to 
allow for the supplier preparation. Consequently, 
the supplier will provide a fix cconomic batch of 
2000 units in another day. In Model 2, if the order 
quantity were over the limit, then the whole order 
would send to Supplier B where larger order 
quantity could be provided. In this papa, the 
limitation of Supplier B U. 1200 where as there is no 
limitation in Supplier C. 

5 .  Tramponofion cosis concerned in supplier and 
munufacmrer echelon 

2 .  Ereluded communication time 

3. 

. 
4. 
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(Transportation time of using truck A, B, or C is the 
same) 

Supplier A and Manufachlrer A use Truck A 

- Supplier B and Manufachlre~ B use Truck B 

- Supplier C and Manufachlrer C use Truck C 

 sportat at ion cost is $2,000 / entity). 

(transportation cost is 33,000 / entity). 

(transportation cost is $4,000 /entity). 
6.  Simulation Time 

In the experiment, the simulation period is one yea.  

23 Model Description 
In this paper, there are totally five developed models. In 
fact, these five models could be grouped into three main 
categories. There is inter-organizatiional supply chain 
(Model I ) ;  network supply chain (Models 2.4). and 
regional clustering supply chain (Modcl 5) .  

2.2.1 Mer-organizational supply chain 
In the supply chain model, Harland (1998) defined a 
term called 'dyadic', meaoing that one buyer-one seller. 
In fact, most of the supply chain research papers had 
been emphasized on this model. 

Characteristic ofMOdel I 
Figure I shows the flow of Model I .  The characteristics 
of Model 1 are stated as follows: 

I .  Customer Echelon to RetoilerEchelon 
-Customer A sends orders to Retailcr A only. 
-Customers B and C send orders to Retailer B only. 
Retailer Echelon fo Manufacturer Echelon 
-Retailer A sends order to Manufacturer A. 
- Retailer B sends order to both Manufachxers B 
and C. 
Manufacture Echelon lo Supplier Echelon 
If inventory were not enough from the 
Manufacturers, they would s a d  order to Supplier, 
otherwise, the goods from the stock of the 
manufachuer would be sent back to the Retailers at 
once. 
-Manufacturer A sends order to Supplier A 
- Manufacturer B wnds order to Supplier B 
-Manufacturer C sends order to Supplier C 

2. 

3. 

If the order quantity was over the supplier's supply limit, 
the process in the supplier echelon would dehy by 1 day. 
For example, the limitation of the supplier A is 800 units, 
which is mentioned in the previous assumptions. If the 
order quantity is more than 800 units from the 
Manufactum A, the supplier could not supply 
immediately, but the material would be delayed by one 
day with a fu quantity of ZOO0 units. 

2.23 Network supply chain 
This type of supply chain models (Figure 2) had attracted 
very little attention until the late 1980s (lanillo, 1998). 
However, it was not until the early 1990s that same 

research which was carried out in this -; in general, 
this ten& to give a more re&world feel to the researcb 
but at the expense of adding greater complexity to the 
research activity. In this connection, Models 24 were 
built up. The concepts of communication between 
supplicr layers, also between manufacturer . h y q  were 
introduced. These kinds of models are more n,distic. If 
the supply chain model is lack of co+rdination and 
linkage between the various parties in the chain, this is 
definitely an inefficiencies of supply chain model. 

~haractm'sfic,s ofMo dei 2 
Hgurc 2 shows the flow of Modcl 2. The ch-teisticc 
01 m d c l  2 nrc >wad ill, follows. 

I .  Customer Echelon to Retailer Echelon 
- Customer A 50% probability sends order to 

Retailer A and SO % to Retailer B 
- Customer B 50% probability sends order to 

Retailer A and 50 % to Retailer B 
- Customer C sends all order to Retailer B. 
Retoiler Echelon fo Manufacturer Echelon 
As the consideration of the hansprtation cost, most 
of the companies would prefer the lower cost. 
Similar as in this model, all the three manufacturers 
prefer the transportation option which offers the 
lowest cost. Therefore, all these manufacturers 
would prefer Truck A, second preference is Truck B. 
and the last choice is Truck C. 
In Model 2, Retailer A and Retailer B would send 
the order to the Manufacturer A fmt (Truck A is 
used in Manufacturer A). Then the Manufacturn A 
would check the stock whether the inventory is 
sufficient for the order. If the inventory was 
sufficient, then the goods in stock would be sent 
back to the retailers at once. However, if the 
inventory was not sufficient, the manufachuer A 
would send the entire order to the Manufacturer E. 
Similar to Manufachuer A. the same pmcess wiU be 
repeated for Manufacturers B and C. As a result, if 
Manufacturer C found insufficient stock, then the 
order would send to the suppliers. AU the order 
would End to the Supplier A fmt as truck A was 
used in the Supplier A. 

From the above, if the stock of Manufacturer C was 
not sufficicnf all the orders would send to the 
Supplier A fust. If the order quantity was smaller or 
equal to 800 which is the Supplier A supplied 
limitation, then the 6xed quantity of material 
(Quantity 2000 units which mentioned in the 
assumptions) would send back to the Manufacturn 
A immediately. Say the order quantity is 800, then 
Manufacturer A would get the material 2000 units. 
For the rest of the makerial 1200 would put it in the 
stock. Otherwise, the order would be rejected from 
the supplier A to the Supplier B. Once the Supplier 
B gets the order, it would check i t  out whether the 

2. 

3. Manufacturer Echelon to Supplier Echelon ' 
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order quantity is over limited (i.e. the limitation of 
the supplier B is 1200.) If the order is under or equal 
to Supplier B’s limitation, then the fixed quantity 
material, i.e. 20CQ units, would be sent to the 
Manufachuer B. Otherwise, the order would send to 
the Sudplier C, as there is no limitation in Supplier 
C, so that the fxed batch would be provided. 

Chnmclerisrie ofMOdel 3 
Model 3 basically is the modification of the Model 2. In 
the result of the Model 2, the resources utilization was 
quite low which is under 20%. Alw, the major problem in 
Model 2 is high level of inventory (Table I). This can be 
explained as the problem is happened in the 
manufachlrer echelon. If the stock of the Manufacturer A 
was 500, however, the order quantity was 600. The 
‘Manufacturer A would reject -the order’ to the 
Manufachmr B. In fact it would keep the high inventory 
and lower resources utilization in the manufacturers. 
Therefore, a more realistic model, namely Model 3 was 
built up. The characteristics of Model 3 are stated as 
follows. 

1. Cusfonier Echelon to Retailrr Echelon 
As the major problem is not happened in this 
echelon, therefore the routc would be same as Modcl 
2. 

Retailers A and B send orders to Manufacture A as 
the cheapest tnnspnmtiou cost. 
The operation logic is a bit different from the Model 
2. In Model 2 the major problem is that the 
manufactum” order would always he rejected, thus 
causing a very low resources utilization and high 
inventory level. In ordcr to solve this problem, the 
available amount of the inventory in Manufacturer 
would be directly sent back to the Retailers first. For 
example, if the inventory in Manufacturer A is 500, 
and the order quantity is 600. Manufacturer A would 
send 500 unit goods directly to the retailers frst. 
And the remaining ordcr of IO0 units would send to 
the Manufactunx B and so on. In this connection, 
the problem of resources utilization and tbe 
inventory level could be improved. 
Manufacturer Echelon IO Supplier Erheloon 
After the inventorics of all the three manufachuers 
have been used up, the unfilled amount of order 
would be sent to supplim. This unfultilled amount 
would be distributed equally to the suppliers. For 
example, if the unfulfilled amount is 300, then 100 
would send to Supplier A, 100 would send to 
Supplier B and 100 would send to Supplier C. And 
each of them would directly send back to 
Manufacturer A, Manufacturer B, and Manufackr  
C respectively. If the lee amount is more than a 
supplier‘s limit, the order would send to the next 
supplier and so on. 

2. RetailerEchebn roManufacture Echelon 

3. 

In Model 3, it can be observed that the resources 
utilization and inventory level had heen improved as 
compared with Model 2 (Table I). In order to verify 
whether Model 3 is a optimal one. Model 4 was built up. 
The objective of this model is to modify the Model 3 
which is using another approach in the supplier echelon. 
The main different between Model 3 and Model 4 is that 
the unfulfilled order quantity would not equally 
distributed to the Suppliers. Rather, it would send the 
order to the Supplier A as the fmt  preference as the 
transportation cost in Supplier A is the cheapest. If the 
unfulliUed order was smaller or q u a l  to 800 which is 
Supplier A’s limited, then the Supplier A would send 
back the fix economic quantity of 2000 units to the 
Manufachxer A. However, if the unfdfdled order was 
bigger than 800, then Supplier A would supply 800 udts 
to the Manufacturer A first, the remaining order would 
send to the Supplier B. If the remaining order was less 
than 1200 which is under the limitation of the Supplier B, 
then the Supplier B would supply the material directly to 
the Manufactum B at on= and so on. 

2.23 Regional clustering supply chain 
Tbis last area involves taking the network supply chains’ 
logic a stage further and addressing their impact on 
particular regions where a cluster of firms exist (Hall and 
Ancbiani, 1998). A supply chab here does not have to be 
hear; indeed it CM L&e a very complex form such as 
many regional industrial systems (Nassimbeni, 1998), 
industry-based supplier associations or industrial 
network p u p s  (E& and Hines, 1997). As these 
regional clusters ax very dynamic in nature and typically 
involve many dozens of firms, they are very difficult to 
study (Fig. 5). For ulir modeL it may be more realistic 
and complex as compared with ihe previous models. As 
tbis is the latest model developed, this is a majorresearch 
oppomnity as it is the level that comes closest to the real 
world. Therefore, Model 5 was built up. 

~haraortm’stic.~ 
Figure 3 prescnts the flow of information and matenel in 

male1 5. The main diffcrenr from the h t  few models IS 
that there is no Stock in the manufacmrs. The order 
would be directly sent to the suppliers and the suppliers 
would provide the material directly. The characteristics 
of model 5 are stated as below: 

1. Customer Echelon lo Refailer Echelon 
Customers A, B, and C send orders to both Retailers 
A and B based on some probabilities fUnctions as 
stated below: 
- Customer A sends 50% order tn Retailer A and 

50% to Rctailcr B. 
- Customer B sends 50% order to Refailer A and 

50% to Retailer B. 
Customer C sends SI% order to Retailer A and 
50% to Retailer B. 

- 
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2 .  Retailer Echelon io Manu/acture Echelon 
- Ketoiler A wnds 33 l/3% order 10 Mmufacturcr 

A, 33 113% ordcr 10 Ma1rui3cturer B. 33 113% 
order to M m u f a c m  C. 
Retailer B sends 33 1.3% order io Mmufxturer 
A, 33 1/3% order to Manufacnurr B, 33 ID% 
ordcr to Manutachlrcr C. 

. 

3.  Munu/octurer Echelon to Supplrur Echelon 
Manufacturer would splil out the order IO the 
suppliers cqually. For c m p l e .  lithe order qlunlity 
15 I500 m Manulacnurr A. then thc ordcr WO uld be 
divided mto 3 parts which 1s equally distributed. 
Consequently, Manufacturer A ill mcetve 500 unils 
tiom each supplier. 

3 Resulw and Discusaiuos 
Four panmeters are employd IO mezuue the 
pcrformancc of thu supply chain models. The r c d t s  arc 
shown in 7bhlr I .  

(I) Average order leud time 
Model 2 out performs all the other models. Model 
2 is the network supply cham model. In fact. 
bcause of the ‘co-managcd invmrory’, some 
orders could be qluddy fulfil led and hcniu 
prondcdquick response to the customers. 

Modcl 5 IS the bcst one. Modcl 5 is the rcgiorwl 
cluslering supply chain modcl. The mlnufscrurcr 
would splil out the onlcr 10 the suppliers. so that 
the resources utllization kceps high m the Model 5 .  

lhe raeionnl slus~cru,g supply cham model IS the 
best. As the just-”ne delivencs by 
manufacturers and suppliers arc nssumcd, so thal 
no stock IS requucd in the manufacmm. 

The tradihand model >.e Model I ,  Mer- 
organnational supply chain modcl is the best. It IS 
obvious that the order lust sent to the one 
Manufacturer and vice verw. Thcrefore. thc 
transportation cost is thc lowcst. 

(U)  Resources utilizuhon 

(ni) lnveniory level 

(I”)  liunrpurtuilon L‘usi 

3.1 
In the AHP by Sally (1990), he hierarchical pauwlsc 
companson IS employed to induce the relative weights of 
altemativcs hough pninnse comparison Decision- 
nuken choose a vdue Gom 3 scale to express the 
relatnc s~gnnlficancc of one alternative over anothcr 
based on a Saaty’ssdc. All of  thc pauwise companson 
vducs can bc summarized m a  compmson m w .  from 
which the rclauvc wctghrs of all thc altemaova wn be 
cxmctcd Hsed on the companson mamx. a scncs of 
calculations are performed to choose the best dtcmativc 

Applymg the AHP method, the ovcmll performance 
could be calculated. There u e  2 sets o f h w ,  the tust se1 
is that equal ratings are assigned IO all 4 parmeiers. The 

Overall Perlomance Using AHP Method 

second set is that the overall performance emphases on 
average order lead tine, i.e. 0.4 rating is assigned to the 
average ordcr Icad time, and 0.2 rating is assigned to 
remaining three parameten. As a result, the higher 
overall value in the AHP analysis, the better performance 
is the supply chain model. 

The results are shown n Table 2, thc best performance 
under equal rating is Model 3 (Netwcwk Supply Chain). 
Communication between Manufacturer layers and for the 
unfulfilled order equally distributed to Suppliers were the 
best approach. From the simulation results, the 
performance ofthe four parameters is quite satisfied. 

The results associated to set 2 experiment (Table 3). the 
best performance under time -focused rating is sti l l  Model 
3 (Network Supply Chain). Using the AH? method, by 
setting the- different ralmg in the para meters, different 
performance results would be obtained. 

4 Conclusions 
In this paper, the principle of the coqm’ation just 
applied in suppliers and manufacturers. In fact, it could 
extend in downstream distributors, retailers and even end 
users. The new competitive paradigm is that supply chain 
competes with supply chain and the~success of any one 
company will depead upon how well it manages its 
supply chain relationships. Simulation results proved 
that the Network supply chain model is better than he 
traditional one namely Inter-organizatiod model. From 
the data of the simulation, although the Network supply 
chain model is better than the regional clustering supply 
chain, regional clustering supply chain models could be 
potentially developcd to k most optimal one 
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Figure 1. Inter-organizational Supply Chain Model (Model 1) 
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Figure 2. Network Supply Cbaio Model (Models 2 4 )  
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Model No. Average Order Resources 
Lead Time @ours) Utilization 

(%I 
1 34 10.56 
2 255 16.05 
3 28 20.6 
4 28.9 20.89 
5 37 44.87 

INFORMATION 
FLOWDLRECTION 

PRODUCI + 
FLOW 

DIRECTION 

Figure 3. Regional clustering Supply Chains Model (Model 5) 

Average Inventory Transportation 
Level cost  (S) 
(units) 
1750 4235 
1736 4832 
700 5058 
790 5822 
0 5708 

Table 2. AHP result with Set I-Eaual Ratine 
~ 

I Model 1 I Model2 I Model3 I Model4 1 Model5 
Ratig I 0.5 I 0.5 I 0.65 I 0.55 I 0.6 

Table 3. AHP result with Set 2-Time Based Ratiioe . ~ .~~~ - 
Model I I Model2 I Model3 I Model4 [ Model5 

Kating 0.4x I 0.52 I 0.6 1 0.56 I 0.52 
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